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Concepts for Muuto

Brief: Entries for the Muuto Talent Award. 

To consider was Muuto’s aims to to expand 
the Scandinavian design traditions with new 
and original perspectives.



Inspired by a hatching egg, the Hatching lamp gently reveals the 
light inside.

The split wooden shell can be opened or closed by a pull on the 
chain at its bottom, to adjust the light outlet, hence adapting the 
mood of the room. When completley closed the electric current is 
cut.

The primary materials used are light oak and semi-opaque plastic 
that secludes the light bulb, but the lamp could also be imagined 
as having a plastic outer shell, in order to suit different tastes and 
settings. Works as well in the kitchen as in the bed room, as well 
as any other room. 

Hatching - ceiling lamp



 

In this lamp, two of the most basic geometric shapes 
come into symbiosis with each other.

The simple, yet interesting shape, the sphere and the 
cube benefits from one another, highlighting each 
others features and differences, while rightfully claim-
ing its space in the room.

The Symbiosis lamp could also be made 
as a floor version on a stand, as well as 
made out of other types of wood, to meet 
a wider range of situations

symbiosis - ceiling/floor lamp



 

The Sharing table/footstool is a piece of furniture that can both change 
the way a room is used, as well as change the mood of the room, by a 
simple flip of the top - the perfect compact living furniture piece!

Made out of light oak, cherry and pink leather cusioning, this piece 
both harmonizes with its surroundings through its simplicity, as well as 
stands out with its accent color and robustness, glancing at the past but 
from a modern point of view.

sharing footstool/table


